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As you know, the nasal cycle means we breathe primarily through one

nasal passage at a time; only the patented Apogee has Dynamic Oxygen Delivery
matching the nasal cycle and providing your patient with many benefits.

Apogee’s Patient Benefits:
Matches Human Physiology, Making Oxygen Delivery Better
The Apogee is the first true advance in oxygen delivery in since the mid-1990s.
The Apogee instantly detects changes in nasal airflow and delivers pulse oxygen to the most open nasal passage.
By delivering oxygen at the earliest moment of inhalation, it maximizes oxygen deposition in the lungs.
It often delivers 99% pure oxygen versus as low as 82% for POCs and provides a full pulse even at high breath rates.
This means oxygen delivery is more efficient with less damage to nasal tissue and less wastage than current systems.
On setting of 1, breath rate of 20, and attached to a M-6 cylinder, Apogee provides 13.6 hours of therapy.

Improves Patient Comfort
By working with the nasal cycle, Apogee improves comfort by sending oxygen only where it needed.
The closed nasal passage is able to rest and rehydrate because no oxygen is flowing when it is closed.
Other systems delivery drying, irritating oxygen without breaks which may cause ulcers and infections.

Lowers Risk of Infection
Fewer local infections occur in patients due to less trauma to nasal passages from overuse of oxygen.
Patients are less likely to spread contagions due to rebounding oxygen blowing into a closed space.
This would be especially important in hospitals and chronic care facilities where other patients are fragile.

Improves Patient Quality of Life
Greater portability increases quality of life by allowing more time outside the home with smaller tanks.
Unlike POCs which decrease oxygen per breath when breathing rapidly, the Apogee remains constant.
Physical Health- Delivers a high % of oxygen for longer periods, increasing mobility and exercise.
Mental Health- Patient have improved cognition and activities, less anxiety/depression, and more hope.
Independence- Patients do more for themselves, raising confidence, and providing breaks for caretakers.
Personal Fulfillment- Intellectual, occupational, and creative abilities are enhanced, improving life.
Relationships- Social life with spouses, family, and friends is improved due to better mobility and health.
Recreation- More time with others while enjoying TV, sports, nature walks, and artistic activities.
Life Purpose- Improves purpose by increasing intellectual, artistic, social, or spiritual involvement.

May Extend Life Expectancy
Apogee’s Dynamic Delivery is the high-performance delivery of oxygen making overall care better.
Greater portability may increase life expectancy in some due to more exercise and life enjoyment.
Higher PO2 readings may increase life expectancy due to fewer times of hypoxia and oxygen anxiety.

Doctor, not every patient will gain all of these benefits, of course, but given that the Apogee
Dynamic Oxygen Delivery is a huge advance in the efficacy of oxygen delivery, most patients will have
many of these benefits. Please call me anytime at 512-560-1964 if you have any further questions.
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